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of Mars
completes
the story begun in A
Princess of Mars and continued in The Gods of Mars,
finally bringing together John Carter and his beloved
Dejah Thoris, Princess of Helium. Carter last saw his
beloved in the Temple of the Sun of the Holy Therns,
with the blade of Phaidor descending toward her
heart. But the exiled leader of the Therns has rescued
his daughter and now wants revenge on Carter for
exposing his evil cult.

Warlord Of Mars: Dejah Thoris Omnibus
Vol. 2
In the shadows of the forest that flanks the crimson
plain by the side of the Lost Sea of Korus in the Valley
Dor, beneath the hurtling moons of Mars, speeding
their meteoric way close above the bosom of the
dying planet, I crept stealthily along the trail of a
shadowy form that hugged the darker places with a
persistency that proclaimed the sinister nature of its
errand. For six long Martian months I had haunted the
vicinity of the hateful Temple of the Sun, within whose
slow-revolving shaft, far beneath the surface of Mars,
my princess lay entombed—but whether alive or dead
I knew not. Had Phaidor's slim blade found that
beloved heart? Time only would reveal the truth. Six
hundred and eighty-seven Martian days must come
and go before the cell's door would again come
opposite the tunnel's end where last I had seen my
ever-beautiful Dejah Thoris. Half of them had passed,
or would on the morrow, yet vivid in my memory,
obliterating every event that had come before or
after, there remained the last scene before the gust
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and
the narrow slit that
had given me sight of the interior of her cell closed
between me and the Princess of Helium for a long
Martian year. As if it were yesterday, I still saw the
beautiful face of Phaidor, daughter of Matai Shang,
distorted with jealous rage and hatred as she sprang
forward with raised dagger upon the woman I loved.

The Martian Tales Trilogy
ohn Carter has freed Mars from Issus, the false
goddess whose tyranny once ruled the entire planet
but at a great personal cost. Dejah Thoris, his beloved
princess, was taken by Matai Shang, a renegade
priest determined to avenge the planet's shattered
religion. Activating a doomsday device to destroy the
fragile Martian atmosphere, Shang flees into the
unknown regions of the north. Carter, aided by his son
Carthoris and trusted alien pet Woola, must unite the
many races of Mars — despite the ages of distrust
and open warfare among them — for the singular
purpose of averting Judgment Day! Collects issues
19-35, plus issues 0 &100!

Warlord of Mars Attacks #3
The John Carter of Mars Collection (7 Novels + Bonus
Audiobook Links) "In one respect at least the Martians
are a happy people, they have no lawyers." — Edgar
Rice Burroughs, A Princess of Mars * Professional
formatting, giving you full control over fonts, font
sizes, and line spacing * Active table of contents
accessed by the "go to" or "menu" button * Links to
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download full-length
audiobooks
included FREE! The
John Carter of Mars Collection includes seven of Edgar
Rice Burroughs works: A Princess of Mars The Gods of
Mars Warlord of Mars Thuvia, Maid of Mars The
Chessmen of Mars The Master Mind of Mars A Fighting
Man of Mars Bonus: A Glossary of Names and Terms
Used In the Martian Books Audiobook Links: Links to
download free, full-length audiobooks for The John
Carter of Mars Collection by Edgar Rice Burroughs
(books 1-5) can be found at the end of the book.
About this Digital Papyrus edition: “Experience the
Digital Papyrus Difference!" We are devoted book
lovers and formatting fanatics. Our team has
experience producing thousands of ebooks since 2011
for discerning authors and readers alike. We know
what readers expect from their ebook purchases. We
avoid distracting formatting inconsistencies and
annoying glitches too often found in ebooks. We
adhere to the highest standards in producing our
ebooks—regardless of the sale price. (Low or value
pricing should never be an excuse for second-rate
work!) We want readers of our ebooks to get lost in
the story just as easily as readers of print books. Our
promise is a pleasant reading experience. 10% of all
Digital Papyrus profits are donated to charity every
month.

The Warlord of Mars by Edgar Rice
Burroughs - Delphi Classics (Illustrated)
The greatest super-team of WWII, the Invaders
(Captain America, Bucky, Human Torch, Toro and the
Sub-Mariner), find themselves transported from the
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imagined! Now the Invaders find themselves
confronted by two teams of Avengers who want
desperately to believe these heroes are who they say
they are. At the same time, Tony Stark faces his
greatest challenge since the Civil War, as he must
deal with the 'return' of Steve Rogers.

Avengers Invaders
The Warlord of Mars completes the story begun in A
Princess of Mars and continued in The Gods of Mars,
finally bringing together John Carter and his beloved
Dejah Thoris, Princess of Helium. Carter last saw his
beloved in the Temple of the Sun of the Holy Therns,
with the blade of Phaidor descending toward her
heart. But the exiled leader of the Therns has rescued
his daughter and now wants revenge on Carter for
exposing his evil cult.

Warlord of Mars
La princesa Dejah Thoris, es encarcelada en el Templo
del Sol por la vil pretendiente diosa Issus. Se dice que
uno tiene que esperar un año Barsoomian entero
antes de la habitación que el prisionero está en
revuelve de nuevo a la entrada.

Warlord of Mars Attacks #4
This eBook features the unabridged text of ‘The
Warlord of Mars by Edgar Rice Burroughs - Delphi
Classics (Illustrated)’ from the bestselling edition of
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‘The Complete
Works
of Edgar
Rice Burroughs’.
Having established their name as the leading
publisher of classic literature and art, Delphi Classics
produce publications that are individually crafted with
superior formatting, while introducing many rare texts
for the first time in digital print. The Delphi Classics
edition of Burroughs includes original annotations and
illustrations relating to the life and works of the
author, as well as individual tables of contents,
allowing you to navigate eBooks quickly and easily.
eBook features: * The complete unabridged text of
‘The Warlord of Mars by Edgar Rice Burroughs - Delphi
Classics (Illustrated)’ * Beautifully illustrated with
images related to Burroughs’s works * Individual
contents table, allowing easy navigation around the
eBook * Excellent formatting of the textPlease visit
www.delphiclassics.com to learn more about our wide
range of titles

Thuvia, Maid of Mars
In the shadows of the forest that flanks the crimson
plain by the side of the Lost Sea of Korus in the Valley
Dor, beneath the hurtling moons of Mars, speeding
their meteoric way close above the bosom of the
dying planet, I crept stealthily along the trail of a
shadowy form that hugged the darker places with a
persistency that proclaimed the sinister nature of its
errand. For six long Martian months I had haunted the
vicinity of the hateful Temple of the Sun, within whose
slow-revolving shaft, far beneath the surface of Mars,
my princess lay entombed-but whether alive or dead I
knew not. Had Phaidor's slim blade found that
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Time
only would
reveal the truth. Six
hundred and eighty-seven Martian days must come
and go before the cell's door would again come
opposite the tunnel's end where last I had seen my
ever-beautiful Dejah Thoris. Half of them had passed,
or would on the morrow, yet vivid in my memory,
obliterating every event that had come before or
after, there remained the last scene before the gust
of smoke blinded my eyes and the narrow slit that
had given me sight of the interior of her cell closed
between me and the Princess of Helium for a long
Martian year.

Warlord of Mars
Alien invaders are on the verge of conquering all
Barsoom. Only one man stands between them and
the planet's annihilation: John Carter, Warlord of Mars.
But John is marooned deep in the Martian wastes,
confronted by a savage white ape. Even if he
survives, how will he return to the side of his beloved
Dejah Thoris in time to save his adopted world? Ron
Marz finally tackles the series he's always wanted to
write, teaming with rising artistic star Abhishek
Malsuni for the best Barsoom ever!

Warlord Of Mars Omnibus Vol. 2
"The Warlord of Mars is a science fantasy novel by
American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the third of his
Barsoom series. Burroughs began writing it in June,
1913, going through five working titles; Yellow Men of
Barsoom, The Fighting Prince of Mars, Across Savage
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Helium,
The War Lord of
Mars.The finished story was first published in All-Story
Magazine as a four-part serial in the issues for
December, 1913-March, 1914.[1] It was later
published as a complete novel by A. C. McClurg in
September, 1919."

The Warlord of Mars
John Carter risks everything to rescue his wife,
Princess Dejah Thoris, from the clutches of his evil
adversaries, but he is always just one step behind! His
battles cover the face of the red planet, as his quest
carries him ultimately to the mysterious northern
pole. Will this civilization, submerged in ice, prove
fatal to our hero? This is the third of eleven in the
popular 'Martian' series by Edgar Rice Burroughs.

John Carter and the Giant of Mars
“Back To Barsoom” The hero returns! John Carter
reunites with his Barsoom allies…just as MARS
ATTACKS! Can John, Tars Tarkas, Woola and more
defend the world they love, or will this Mars fall? By
JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and DEAN
KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!

The Gods Of Mars
Combining other worldly, adventures with elements of
classical myth and fast-paced plots with cliffhanging
tension, Edgar Rice Burroughs' The Martian Tales
Trilogy helped define a new literary genre emerging in
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installment of The Martian Tales Trilogy, hero John
Carter wins the affections of the princess of Mars and
the respect of the Martian warlords whom he
befriends. The excitement continues in The Gods of
Mars, when Carter engages the Black Pirates in
airborne combat above the dead seas of Mars and
leads a revolt to free the Martian races from a religion
that thrives on living sacrifices. In the third book, The
Warlord of Mars, Carter overcomes the forces of evil
that would destroy the planet.

Warlord of Mars
After the battle at the end of the previous book, which
ended with the destruction of the religion of Issus,
John Carter's wife and two other women were locked
in a slowly rotating prison attached to the Temple of
the Sun, each of whose hundreds of cells are only
open to the outside world once every year. In the
meantime, Carter's friend Xodar has become the new
Jeddak (chief or king) of the black Martian First Born,
and those white Martian therns who reject the old
religion likewise gain a new unnamed leader, but
there are still some who wish to keep the old
discredited religion going, including the therns'
erstwhile leader, the Holy Hekkador Matai Shang. John
Carter discovers that a First Born named Thurid
knows the secret of the Temple of the Sun and he and
Matai Shang want to rescue the Holy Thern's
daughter Phaidor, who has been imprisoned with
Dejah Thoris and another Barsoomian princess,
Thuvia of Ptarth, in the Temple jail for several
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hundred days.Thurid,
to spite
Carter, gets Matai
Shang to also take Dejah Thoris and Thuvia along with
them. Carter follows them in the hope of liberating his
beloved wife.His antagonists flee to the north, taking
the three women along. (This resolves the cliffhanger
from the previous book, in which Phaidor attempts to
stab Dejah Thoris; apparently, Thuvia successfully
disarmed Phaidor, and nobody was killed.) In the
equatorial Land of Kaol, on the opposite side of the
planet from Helium, their jeddak Kulan Tith has not
yet abandoned the old religion, and accepted Matai
Shang's request for safe haven. Carter rescues the
jeddak's forces from an ambush, and is admitted to
Kaol, as a neighboring jeddak and good friend of his
comes for a visit with his huge retinue. Matai Shang
and Thurid unmask Carter's disguise and denounce
his heresies, but the visiting jeddak, Thuvan Dihn of
Ptarth, who is Thuvia's father, hotly defends Carter.
Kulan Tith orders Matai Shang to deliver Dejah Thoris
and Thuvia, but instead, he and Thurid take the
women and flee to the north. After this treachery
against his friend, Kulan Tith finally abjures the old
religion and offers whatever help he can to Carter and
Thuvan Dihn, but little can be done at this
point.Thereafter John Carter follows them untiringly
into the north polar regions where he discovers more
fantastic creatures and the nearly forgotten Yellow
Martians, who live on the north polar cap behind a
ring-shaped ice barrier. After traversing through the
Carrion Caves which cross the barrier, Carter and
Thuvan Dihn encounter Talu, the rebellious nephew of
the tyrant Salensus Oll, who rules the yellow Martians'
realm of Okar from the city of Kadabra. Talu provides
Carter and Thuvan Dihn with advice and assistance,
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Warlord of Mars Vol. 4
JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest) and DEAN
KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons) invite you to behold the
battle between the dashingly heroic John Carter Of
Mars and the neverendingly power-hungry little green
men of Mars Attacks! HOW has John encountered
never encountered these Martians before!? WHY do
these cackling monsters want to conquer Mars? And
WHAT happens when the war spills over to Earth!?
Find out in the stunning first chapter, ATTACK FROM
SPACE!

The Gods of Mars and the Warlord of
Mars
Marvel's top talents of the 1970s take on Edgar Rice
Burroughs' savage swordsman of Barsoom! John
Carter, a hunted soldier on the Western frontier, is
transported to an alien world filled with six-armed
aliens, sinister super-science and the love of his life,
the incomparable Dejah Thoris! A must-have sciencefiction epic in the Mighty Marvel Manner! Collecting
JOHN CARTER, WARLORD OF MARS #1-28 and
ANNUAL #1-3.

The Warlord of Mars Illustrated
Includes three full graphic novels: Warlord of Mars:
Dejah Thoris Vol. 5: Rise of the Machine Men, Warlord
of Mars: Dejah Thoris Vol. 6: Phantoms of Time,
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Warlord of Mars:
Thoris
Vol. 7: Duel to the
Death.

John Carter: Warlord of Mars #2
John Carter, a hero of the American Civil War now at
home on Mars, has survived the Kahori invasion
alongside his beloved princess, Dejah Thoris. As the
capital city of Helium rebuilds, the loving couple leave
for the outlands to recuperate but rest and relaxation
are not in their future. All across Barsoom, sinister
forces conspire against them. From savage Warhoon
raiding parties to the artificial (and lovelorn) beast
known as the Hormad, from the god-like sand spirit
Jartak to the last of the world-conquering White
Martians, the most evil creatures to ever walk the Red
Planet stalk forth from the shadows to challenge the
Warlord of Mars!

John Carter
"The Warlord of Mars is a science fantasy novel by
American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the third of his
Barsoom series. Burroughs began writing it in June,
1913, going through five working titles; Yellow Men of
Barsoom, The Fighting Prince of Mars, Across Savage
Mars, The Prince of Helium, and The War Lord of
Mars.The finished story was first published in All-Story
Magazine as a four-part serial in the issues for
December, 1913-March, 1914.[1] It was later
published as a complete novel by A. C. McClurg in
September, 1919."
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Dejah Thoris
This bind-up of the first three John Carter of Mars
books is an ideal 100th anniversary keepsake. Ever
since A Princess of Mars was published in 1912,
readers of all ages have read and loved Edgar Rice
Burroughs’ Barsoom series. Now, 100 years later, this
brand-new bind-up is timed with the release of a
Disney feature film and contains the first three classic
John Carter of Mars books: A Princess of Mars, The
Gods of Mars, and The Warlord of Mars. Featuring an
Introduction by Bruce Coville and illustrations from
three classic fantasy illustrators—Mark Zug, Scott
Gustafson, and Scott Fischer—this collection is an
incredible value and will be treasured by existing and
new fans.

The Warlord Of Mars - Large Print Edition
Collects Warlord of Mars #19-25: John Carter has
freed Mars from Issus, the false goddess whose
tyranny once ruled the entire planet but at a great
personal cost. Dejah Thoris, his beloved princess, was
kidnapped by a renegade priest bent on revenge!
Activating a doomsday device to destroy the fragile
Martian atmosphere, the evil Shang flees into the
unknown regions of the north. Carter, aided by his son
Carthoris and trusted alien pet Woola, must unite the
many races of Mars -- despite the ages of distrust and
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The Warlord of Mars
Read about John Carter's adventures on Mars!! From
a cave in Arizona, former confederate soldier John
Carter mysteriously transports to the surface of Mars.
After a few successful trials with the local Martian
population called Tharks, a nomadic green-skinned
race with six limbs, he finds himself as a new, and
respected, member of the tribe These stories were
written over 100 years ago and have become
American Classics. The Trilogy includes the following
books. A Princess of Mars Gods of Mars Warlords of
Mars A Princess of Mars A Princess of Mars is a
science fantasy novel by American writer Edgar Rice
Burroughs, the first of his Barsoom series. It was first
serialized in the pulp magazine All-Story Magazine
from February–July, 1912. Full of swordplay and
daring feats, the novel is considered a classic
example of 20th-century pulp fiction. It is also a
seminal instance of the planetary romance, a
subgenre of science fantasy that became highly
popular in the decades following its publication. Its
early chapters also contain elements of the Western.
The story is set on Mars, imagined as a dying planet
with a harsh desert environment. This vision of Mars
was based on the work of the astronomer Percival
Lowell, whose ideas were widely popularized in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries. The Barsoom
series inspired a number of well-known 20th-century
science fiction writers, including Jack Vance, Ray
Bradbury, Arthur C. Clarke, Robert A. Heinlein, and
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The series
also inspirational for
many scientists in the fields of space exploration and
the search for extraterrestrial life, including Carl
Sagan, who read A Princess of Mars when he was a
child. The Gods of Mars The Gods of Mars is a science
fantasy novel by American writer Edgar Rice
Burroughs and the second of Burroughs' Barsoom
series. It features the characters of John Carter and
Carter's wife Dejah Thoris. It was first published in The
All-Story as a five-part serial in the issues for
January–May 1913.[1] It was later published as a
complete novel by A. C. McClurg in September, 1918
and in many editions subsequently. The Warlords of
Mars The Warlord of Mars is a science fantasy novel
by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the third of
his Barsoom series. Burroughs began writing it in
June, 1913, going through five working titles; Yellow
Men of Barsoom, The Fighting Prince of Mars, Across
Savage Mars, The Prince of Helium, and The War Lord
of Mars. The finished story was first published in AllStory Magazine as a four-part serial in the issues for
December, 1913-March, 1914.[1] It was later
published as a complete novel by A. C. McClurg in
September, 1919.

The Warlord of Mars Illustrated
Think Edgar Rice Burroughs' additions to the literary
canon begin and end with Tarzan? Think again.
Burroughs produced popular works in virtually every
genre, and he made important early contributions to
the science fiction and fantasy fields, as well. Thuvia,
Maid of Mars is an interplanetary romp that includes
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The Warlord of Mars by Edgar Rice
Burroughs [Annotated]
"John Carter and the Giant of Mars," is a juvenile story
penned by Burrough's son John "Jack" Coleman
Burroughs, and claimed to have been revised by
Burroughs. It was written for a Whitman Big Little
Book, illustrated by Jack Burroughs that was published
in 1940 and then republished in Amazing Stories the
next year.

The Warlord of Mars
The Gods of Mars: 1886. John Carter, forever 30,
returns to Mars and again fights enemies with green
Tars Tarka and red Kantos Kan. In 'Heaven', Golden
Cliffs, 'Goddess' Issus, cannibal, claims immortal
divinity and supremacy of black Omeans and white
Therns, to enslave and eat pilgrims - green or red.
John is trapped, as is wife Dejah Thoris, son Carthoris.
To stay or leave means death.The Warlord of Mars is
a science fantasy novel by American writer Edgar Rice
Burroughs, the third of his Barsoom series. Burroughs
began writing it in June, 1913, going through five
working titles; Yellow Men of Barsoom, The Fighting
Prince of Mars, Across Savage Mars, The Prince of
Helium, and The War Lord of Mars.John Carter risks
everything to rescue his wife, Princess Dejah Thoris,
from the clutches of his evil adversaries, but he is
always just one step behind! His battles cover the
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ultimately to the mysterious northern pole. Will this
civilization, submerged in ice, prove fatal to our hero?
This is the third of eleven in the popular 'Martian'
series by Edgar Rice Burroughs.

The Chessmen of Mars
100,000 years before the time of John Carter!
Barsoom is a dying world: its once mighty oceans are
receding and its atmosphere grows more tenuous by
the day. The Orovars, who have dominated for a
million years, are on the verge of extinction at the
hands of the Green Hordes and the emerging Red
Martians. Two Orovars - a Scientist and a General race against time to save their people before Mars
plunges into barbarism! This trade paperback collects
the 5-issue series into one volume, with a cover
gallery and bonus material.

The Warlord of Mars (Arabic Edition)
"Dejah Thoris, the Warrior Princess of Mars, confronts
Helium's Criminal Underworld, the former Jeddak of
Yorn -- who leads an unstoppable army of Machine
Men, and a future world, where Dejah finds Barsoom
all but conquered by invaders from the planet Jasoom
(known to us as Earth!)."--Page [4] of cover.

John Carter: Warlord of Mars #1
Relates the events on Mars leading up to the 2012
film "John Carter." Dejah Thoris, Princess of the city of
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Helium, is kidnapped
by Sab
of Zondanga, in an attempt to win the thousand-year
war between their peoples, while Tars Tarkas is
caught between the female he loves and his best
friend, who wants to become Jeddak of the Tharks and
needs Tars' help.

The Barsoom Trilogy
The John Carter of Mars Collection (7
Novels + Bonus Audiobook Links)
El Señor de la Guerra de Marte
John Carter is back and in the Barsoonian city of
Zodanga, where he discovers the Assasins guild is
alive and well!

John Carter, Warlord of Mars Omnibus
Martians live forever - everyone knows that. So what
was Dejah Thoris doing all those hundreds of years
before John Carter arrived? Four hundred years before
the events of Warlord of Mars took place, Dejah''s
nation of Helium was divided into two warring citystates. An unscrupulous overlord from afar
encouraged that rivalry to his own advantage, until he
discovers a terrible secret from Mars''s ancient past
beneath Dejah Thoris'' capital. A secret to kill for!
Collecting the first five issues of the hit series in one
volume, with bonus material and a complete cover
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Warlord of Mars Attacks #1
The third book in Burroughs'€Barsoom€series, €The
Warlord of Mars picks up where€The Gods of Mars
ended, with John Carter's wife being held prisoner in
the Temple of the Sun.

The Warlord of Mars
Collects Warlord of Mars #26-35! John Carter
smashed the power of the Therns, the evil priests who
enslaved Mars for thousands of through Carter's
beloved, Dejah Thoris. Shang has kidnapped the
princess and is heading for a remote kingdom that
still blindly clings to his discredited faith. Meanwhile,
distressing evidence emerges of a conspiracy that
threatens to break the fragile peace, plummeting the
Red Martians against the savage Green hordes! Can
Carter's most steadfast ally, the mighty Tars Tarkas,
overcome his own bestial urges and save the planet?

Grumpy Cat/Garfield Collection
The fifth book in the popular Barsoom series, The
Chessmen of Mars is a 1922 science fiction novel by
Edgar Rice Burroughs. Tara, princess of the great city
state of Helium, is initially impervious to the courtship
attempts of Gahan, prince of the city state Gathol. But
when she loses control of her craft in a storm and is
captured by the Kaldanes, horrific crab-like creatures
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who've sacrificed
bodies
in the pursuit of
intellect, the deeply smitten Gahan sets out to rescue
his princess and prove his worth. But this is a
challenge that may forfeit his life and hers, as he and
his companions are forced to become pawns in a
game of Jetan, Barsoomian Chess on a life-size board
that uses the living as its pieces and the dead as its
conquests.

Warlord of Mars Vol. 3
John Carter: Warlord of Mars returns in a new monthly
series, officially authorized by Edgar Rice Burroughs,
Inc.! Superstar writer Ron Marz finally gets to pen the
series he has always wanted to write, with amazing
new art talent Abhishek Malsuni joining him. Return to
the exotic landscape of Barsoom, as John Carter has
to save his adopted world, not to mention his beloved
Dejah Thoris, from an enemy like no other he has
ever faced. John Carter must truly become Warlord of
Mars against an adversary who is every bit his equal
on the savage red planet. An amazing new era for
John Carter of Mars starts here!

Swords of Mars
It's the inevitable meeting of the sourpusses! Garfield,
the reigning cynical cat of newspapers and TV crosses
paths with Grumpy Cat, the internet sensation whose
scowl endeared herself to the world. Who's the most
sarcastic? Well, he likes lasagna and not much
elseand she doesn't even like lasagna. Can these two
inhabit the same comic book mini-series, let alone the
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You'llCarter
find out
a trio of issues written
by Mark Evanier and illustrated by Steve Uy. We'd say
it's the cat's meow but neither of these cats meows.

John Carter: Warlord of Mars Volume 2
“Warlord Of Earth” As the Martians use their monster
crab machines to destroy society as we know it, John
must scour the deepest recesses of his mind, and find
the memory of Barsoom (aka Mars!) that will unlock
the secret to getting these damn lil’ green dudes off
our planet! By JEFF PARKER (Aquaman, Future Quest)
and DEAN KOTZ (Dungeons & Dragons)!
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